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RUN SPECIFICATION SHEET 

Weighted Emissions Potential (WEP) and Area of Influence 
(AOI) Analyses 

WRAP 2014 Modeling Study 
Revised May 15, 2020 

 

Run Name: Task 6.2:  Weighted Emissions Potential/Area of Influence 

Model: HYSPLIT 

Domains: 36US for Residence Time Analysis 

12WUS2 for Displays 

Period: 2014 – 2018 IMPROVE MID Data 

Emissions: 2028 OTB 

Boundary Conditions: NA 

Source Apportionment:  NA 

Purpose: Conduct Residence Time (RT) Area of Influence (AOI) analysis using 

HYSPLIT back trajectories to regional haze IMPROVE monitoring sites on 

Most Impaired Days (MID).  RT/AOI analysis is overlaid with 2028 

emissions to obtained Weighted Emissions Potential (WEP) that rank 

source regions and point sources for probability of contributing to 

visibility impairment at Class I Areas on the MID. 

 

OVERVIEW 

HYSPLIT1 v4 for Linux (revision 805) will be run in back trajectory mode to arrive at IMPROVE sites that 

represent Class I Areas (CIA) in the WRAP and neighboring states on the Most Impaired Days (MID) 

during the 2014-2018 5-year period.  The Residence Time (RT) of the CIA MID back trajectories as they 

pass over 12-km and 36-km resolution grid cells will be accumulated across a region corresponding to 

the 36US domain.  The RT analysis provides an Area of Influence (AOI) frequency of occurrence that 

back trajectories that passed over a grid cell arrived at the CIA on the MID.  The RT analysis will be 

extended to Extinction Weighted Residence (EWRT) analysis by weighting the HYSPLIT back trajectories 

by the daily extinction during the MID at the CIA for specific species.  The Weighted Emissions Potential 

(WEP) is then obtained for each CIA and visibility precursor by overlaying the 2028 gridded emissions 

by source sector on the EWRT to obtain the relative probability that sources of the visibility precursor in 

a grid cell contributed to extinction at the specified CIA on the MID.  Major point source facility 

emissions will also be overlaid with the EWRT for a CIA to obtain a tabular relative ranking of the 

facility’s visibility precursor emissions potential to contribute to visibility impairment at the CIA for the 

MID.  The WEP/AOI products will be displayed on the WRAP Technical Support System (TSS) website 

where the user can select different products (e.g., AEP and WEP) to display for a CIA and the visibility 

precursor and source sector for the WEP analysis. 

  

 
1 https://www.ready.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php 
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WEP/AOI ANALYSIS 

IMPROVE Data 

The IMPROVE observations from the 5-year period of 2014-2018 and the MID (i.e. group90) will be 

used in the AOI/WEP analysis.  All IMPROVE sites representing CIAs in WRAP and adjacent states will be 

included in the analysis (e.g., IMPROVE protocol sites will not be used).  This results in back trajectories 

being calculated for 77 IMPROVE sites.  The current IMPROVE data set dated December 2019 that 

represents recent updates including patching and filling for the 1988-2018 period was used to define the 

MID for each CIA IMPROVE site.  These data were download from the IMPROVE RHR Summary Data 

website2 on January 10, 2020 and verified it had the same MID and concentrations/extinction as on the 

current WRAP TSS3 and Fed4 websites. 

The Sycamore Canyon (SYCA) AZ IMPROVE site was moved during the 2014-2018 5-year period so we 

will combine the MID for the two SYCA sites (the so called SYCA_RHTS site) to obtain a compete 5-year 

record and use them in the WEP/AOI analysis.  The Sierra Ancha Wilderness Area (SIAN) AZ IMPROVE 

site had insufficient IMPROVE data for 3-years (2016-2018) to calculate the MID, so the WEP/AOI 

analysis will be based on just two-years of back trajectory data (2014-2015).  For SIAN we recommend 

that the WEP/AOI analysis for the nearby Tonto National Monument (TONT) AZ IMPROVE site, which has 

a complete 2014-2018 5-year record of MID, be used to provide a more robust 5-year record of back 

trajectories for the analysis.  Six IMPROVE sites that represent CIAs had insufficient data for one year of 

the 5-year period so the WEP/AOI will be based on 4-years of back trajectory data for the MID as 

follows (missing year in parenthesis): 

• Agua Tibia Wilderness, CA (AGTI; 2018) 

• Hoover Wilderness Area, CA (HOOV; 2018) 

• Ikes Backbone, AZ (IKBA; 2018) 

• Point Reyes National Seashore, CA (PORE; 2016) 

• Trinity, CA (TRIN; 2016) 

• Wheeler Peak, NM (WHPE; 2018) 

HYSPLIT Back Trajectory Modeling 

HYSPLIT v4 for Linux (revision 805) will be used to calculate back trajectories to arrive at the CIA 

IMPROVE sites on the MID during 2014-2018, or period of record during 2014-2018 for the 7 IMPROVE 

sites that are missing a year (6 sites) or more (SIAN) of MID data during the 5-year period.  The 

HYSPLIT model will be used to simulate 72-hour (3-day) back trajectories arriving at each of the 

IMPROVE sites on the MID at four times a day local standard time (LST): 

• 06:00 

• 12:00 

• 18:00 

• 24:00 

  

 
2 http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/Improve/rhr-summary-data/ 

3 https://views.cira.colostate.edu/tssv2/ 

4 http://views.cira.colostate.edu/fed/QueryWizard/Default.aspx 
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The back trajectories will be calculated to arrive at the IMPROVE sites on the MID at four different 

heights above ground level (AGL): 

• 100 m 

• 200 m 

• 500 m 

• 1,000 m 

Thus, for each MID at an IMPROVE site, 16 back trajectories will be calculated to characterize the 

frequency of occurrence of emissions in upwind grid cells arriving at the IMROVE site on the MID.  With 

a complete year-long data record, there would be 24 MID a year.  With 77 IMPROVE sites representing 

CIAs in the western U.S., this results in up to 147,840 HYSPLIT back trajectories to be calculated in the 

WEP/AOI analysis (147,840 = 16 x 24 x 5 x 77). 

Area of Influence (AOI) Residence Time Analysis 

A gridded field of AOI Residence Time (RT) will be generated for the MIDs at each IMPROVE site 

representing a CIA. The AOI RT is the cumulative time that trajectories reside in a specific geographical 

area and provides an estimate of the amount of time an air parcel resides over a particular region. We 

calculate the AOI RT by counting the number of 10-minute back trajectory time-step endpoints over 

each grid cell for the 36US domain and then normalize the AOI RT to display percentage of total 

trajectories time: 

𝜏𝑖𝑗 = (
1

𝑁
∑

𝜏𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑇𝑘

𝑁

𝑘=1

)  × 100 

 

where 𝜏𝑖𝑗𝑘 is the count of the kth trajectory in the grid cell (i, j), N is the total number of trajectories, 

and Tk is the total number of trajectory time steps for the kth trajectory (i.e. 72 hours @ 10 minute 

increments in this analysis if the trajectory remains within the 36 km domain).  

A gridded field of AOI residence time will be generated using a grid resolution of 12-km and 36-km.  The 

CenSARA WEP/AOI analysis initially calculated the AOI analysis using a 12-km grid resolution but the 

results were less visually pleasing than using a 36-km grid resolution (e.g., the individual trajectories 

could be seen in the AOI displays) so ultimately the displays were made at 36-km grid resolution.  Note 

that the AOI analysis is calculated for the geographic extent of the 36US domain because some of the 

IMPROVE sites represent CIAs are close to the western edge of the 12WUS domain (e.g., those in 

northern Minnesota) so need to extend further east than the 12WUS2 domain to pick up their AOI RT 

statistics. However, the implementation of the WEP/AOI spatial displays on the TSS will use the western 

U.S. 12WUS2 domain since it includes all U.S. emissions and WRAP state CIAs and has higher quality 

emissions data than the 36US domain regions outside of the 12WUS2 domain. 

 

The gridded field of AOI RT for each IMPROVE monitor will be aggregated over all five years, all MIDs 

and all four starting hours for each MID. They will be generated for each of the four different heights 

AGL and combined for all four heights and generated for the two grid resolutions mentioned above. This 

results in 770 AOI RT analyses. (770 = 77 x (4+1) x 2).  
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Extinction-Weighted Residence Time (EWRT) 

The EWRT is obtained by weighting the back trajectories AOI RT by the measured visibility impairment 

extinction by species on the MID for the trajectories IMPROVE end point site. The species-specific (e.g., 

sulfate extinction) EWRT can be combined with the visibility precursor emissions from sources (e.g., 

SO2) to rank the source’s potential for contributing to visibility impairment for that species on the MID 

at a CIA.  

𝐸𝑊𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑘
𝜏𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑁

𝑘=1

 

 

where 〖𝑏_𝑒𝑥𝑡〗_𝑘 is the extinction coefficient attributed to the pollutant (SO4 or NO3) measured upon 

arrival of the kth trajectory at the IMPROVE site. The gridded EWRT values are normalized to display the 

percentage of the domain total EWRT.  

Separate gridded EWRT will be generated for several species using the second IMPROVE reconstructed 

mass extinction equation as follows: 

• Sulfate (as ammonium sulfate extinction) 

• Nitrate (as ammonium nitrate extinction) 

• Organic Carbon (as organic aerosol extinction) 

• Elemental Carbon 

At this time we do not see any benefits for estimating EWRT for the other components of extinction as 

they are either all natural (e.g., sea salt) or have a large natural component (e.g., Soil and Coarse 

Mass) so would not be subject to emission controls.  

Using the same trajectory aggregation procedures as for the AOI RT analyses will result in 3080 EWRT 

analyses (770 x 4).   

Weighted Emissions Potential (WEP) 

The overlay of the gridded 2028 emission sources with the gridded EWRT generates the WEP that 

provides a relative ranking of the potential for emissions in a given grid cell to contribute to visibility 

impairment at the selected IMPROVE site (CIA) for the MID. The sulfate EWRT will overlay with the 

gridded SO2 emissions for all sources and for each source sector (e.g., EGU, non-EGU Point, on-road 

mobile, etc.) as well as all anthropogenic emissions.  Similarly, for nitrate EWRT and NOX emissions, OA 

EWRT and primary organic aerosol (POA emissions), and EC EWRT and EC emissions.  The species-

specific EWRT will also be used with tabular emissions from major facilities to rank their relative 

potential for contributing to visibility impairment at a CIA on the MID. 

To incorporate the effects of dispersion, deposition and chemical transformation along the path of the 

trajectories, emissions are inversely weighted by the distance (d) between the centers of the grid cell 

emitting the emissions and the grid cell containing the IMPROVE site. Each grid cell has a horizontal 

resolution of 36 km x 36 km (or 12 km x 12 km). In the case that the monitoring grid cell also contains 

emissions (i.e., d is zero), we set the distance to half of the grid cell size (i.e., 18 km).  

𝑄𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝐸𝑊𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗 
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Tabular summaries of point source WEP will also be generated for each IMPROVE CIA and species. 

Visualization of WEP/AOI Analysis 

Ramboll will generate spatial map displays of the WEP/AOI analysis for each of the 77 IMPROVE site 

representing CIAs in the continental U.S. WRAP and neighboring states. 

Interim WEP Analysis 

An interim WEP analysis was conducted for WRAP.  It was hindered by the fact that emissions for 

California provided by the California Air Resources Board (ARB) was not disaggregated by Source Sector 

for most Source Sectors, like the emissions were for the other WRAP states.  Thus, the WRAP AOI/WEP 

products were limited in what could be analyzed for IMPROVE sites affected by emissions from 

California.  The WRAP Interim AOI/WEP products are available on the WRAP TSS website at: 

https://views.cira.colostate.edu/iwdw/imagebrowser/?pathid=WepImages&csfid=MetadataSet1&csid=W

RAP_2014_WEP_AOI_Image_Browser 

Below are some example displays for Mesa Verde (MEVE) IMPROVE site from the WRAP interim 

AOI/WEP products.  Figure 1 displays the Residence Time (RT) analysis for MEVE using HYSPLIT back 

trajectories for all four heights… The Emissions Weighted Residence Time (EWRT) to sulfate and nitrate 

and MEVE using all height back trajectories is shown in Figure 2.  Finally, the MEVE WEP analysis for all 

anthropogenic SO2 and NOx emissions using all height back trajectories are shown in Figure 3. 

 

https://views.cira.colostate.edu/iwdw/imagebrowser/?pathid=WepImages&csfid=MetadataSet1&csid=WRAP_2014_WEP_AOI_Image_Browser
https://views.cira.colostate.edu/iwdw/imagebrowser/?pathid=WepImages&csfid=MetadataSet1&csid=WRAP_2014_WEP_AOI_Image_Browser
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Figure 1.  Example Residence Time (RT) Area of Influence (AOI) based on all heights of 

HYSPLIT back trajectory analysis for MEVE IMPROVE site from WRAP TSSS interim WEP 

website. 
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Figure 2.  Example EWRT displays for sulfate (left) and nitrate (right) using all height 

HYSPLIT back trajectories for MEVE IMPROVE site from the WRAP TSS interim WEP 

website. 

 

  

Figure 3. Example WEP for gridded SO2 (left) and NOX (right) total anthropogenic 

emissions overlaid on the, respectively, sulfate and nitrate EWRT using all height HYSPLIT 

back trajectories for the MEVE IMPROVE site from the WRAP TSS interim WEP website. 
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UPDATE TO THE INTERIM WEP PRODUCTS 

The current interim WEP has two limitations: 

1. The first is that the 2028 California emissions were not provided by the California ARB with the 

same Source Sector disaggregation as used for the other WRAP states.  Thus, the WEP plots for 

some Source Sectors are missing California sources, or just include California sources.  This is in 

the process of being corrected.  The California ARB has provided new 2028 emissions that have 

been disaggregated into the same Source Sectors as the other WRAP states so the WEP analysis 

can be applied for emissions from Source Sectors across all WRAP states. 

2. The second limitation of the current WRAP interim WEP analysis is that the WEP displays for 

each Source Sector (e.g., EGU Point Sources) is done relative to the potential contributions to 

visibility impairment on the MID for that Source Sector independent of the other Source Sectors.  

This allows comparison of the relative probability of one EGU Point Source to contribute to 

impairment at an IMPROVE site for the MID versus another EGU Point Source.  But it does not 

allow the comparison of the probability of an EGU to contribute to visibility impairment versus a 

different Source Sector (e.g., Non-EGU Point or On-Road Mobile).  For the final WRAP WEP 

analysis using the new consistent Source Sector emissions we will make a slight modification in 

the WEP calculations to allow the comparison of different WEP Source Sector plots across Source 

Sectors.  This is obtained by calculating the gridded WEP analysis for all anthropogenic 

emissions (e.g., See Figure 3) and then determine the Source Sector WEP values as the ratio of 

the Source Sector emissions to the total emissions on a grid cell-by-grid cell basis. 

In addition to the WEP analysis applied to all 2028 point sources to generate an Excel file of Ranked 

Point Sources, spatial maps of WEP analysis that can be compared with each other will be developed for 

the following Source Sectors: 

• Oil and Gas Area and Point Sources (Upstream and Midstream) 

• EGU Point Sources 

• Non-EGU Point Sources 

• On-Road Mobile Sources 

• Non-Road Mobile Sources (includes airports, locomotives, and C1, C2 and C3 CMV) 

• Non-Point Sources (everything else) 

DATA TRANSFER AND DISPLAYS ON THE WRAP TSS 

The WEP/AOI plots and data will be transferred to the WRAP Technical Support System (TSS) for 

visualization. All of the gridded AOI and EWRT and gridded emissions data will be transferred to the 

WRAP TSS website for visualization and download.  Graphical displays of the RT and EWRT analyses for 

each of IMPROVE site representing Class I Areas in the WRAP and neighboring states in the contiguous 

U.S. at all 5 different back trajectory heights. The 2028 gridded pre-merged emissions source categories 

for NOX, SO2, OA and EC visibility precursor will be overlaid with the corresponding EWRT visibility 

impairment (i.e., NO3, SO4, OA and EC) to identify the 36-km grid cell locations that have the most 

potential to contribute to the selected Class I area on the IMPROVE MID during 2014-2018. A file of 

emissions from individual point source facilities will also be overload with the EWRT to rank the NOX, 

SO2, OA and EC point sources that most likely contribute to visibility impairment at the IMPROVE site for 

the 2014-2018 MID. 


